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U' p S
The problem undertaken in this thesis concerns the devel-
opment of a newer phase of metallurgy, namely the adaption of
the stron , light 'eight metal titanium to high-temperature uses.
The primar objective of the investigation is to determine wheth-
er the appl.ication of refractory co tings to titanium will pro-
tect th metal from chemical reactions and corrosion at high
temperatures. Titanium at low temperatures has 'high strength
in relation to its weight, but the strength falls off rapidly
after 800oF. 'Even so, the metal has prospective uses at higher
temperatur~s, since it could replace, s~y, steel with a 40 per-
cent saving in eight in applications where hIgh strength is not
needed. itanium at high temperatures, however, is especially
susceptible to oxidation and' nitridation, and prolonged exposure
will corrode and scale the metal seriously and will embrittle it
through the absorption of gases so as to make it vf.rtuaLl.y worth-
less. Ithough titanium at high temperatures reacts ith almost
ever thing in contact w i t.h it, including some refractories, it
is ho ed t t refractory enamel can be found and applied that
{ill not react excessively ith titanium and will keep harmful
gases rrom the met 1. nother means for improving the hi h-
temperature strength of t.It.ant.um is (Y! alloying, but that possi-
b~lity is not de lt with in this invest gatio~.
he sec d r obj tive of th s the ·s is the determination
of the actual high te .~eratur and ntcr- dat on c ar-ac-
tar st c r ult n f'r-o expos) to a:-...rt about aoco=o (18300F),
ich temper ture is also the princ·pal ex erinental temperature
fo he ref ctor coatings.
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HIGH-"E . PE TU E, CO INGS
High-temperature coatings as we look upon them nowadays
are not in the same category as ordinary room-temperature enamels,
althou' t ey do belong v-ith the "vitreous" enamels and the
"porcelain" enamels. The beginnings of heat-resistant coatings
and basis for the technolo of apnlication of the coatings
ori inate ith vitreous enameling as it was practiced by the
ancients. For those reasons it is seen fit to discuss here early-
day enamelin as a part of the ba~kground for a treatise on
modern heat-resistant coatings.
Historz· The practice of enameling goes far back into his-
tory, hen the art as fi~st,applied to small articles, such as
je elry. iece of enamele ork ere uncovered that were made
many centur es before tn birth of Christ by the Egyptians, who
re believ d to be t e first to practice enameling. Like ise,
reek enamelin is s to ante ate the seige of Troy, because
of references made to "electron", a Greek equivalent for enamel
as weLl, as for metals, in the rLt.Lngsof Homer. The Byzantium,
or oman and Grecia 1, 'people and the Constantinople ar-t t aans
brou ht the reatest advance to enameling during the period be-
t een the fifth and the ifteenth centuries. During that time per-
od the art spre a to China and Japan, were it reached a high
st te of development in the Oriental work. nameling was intro-
duced into the ritish lIes at the time of the Roman conquest,
nd into ance durin the same early centuries .D., and was
ell est bl shed n Ge m ny during t e twelfth centur. (11:3
d ·1.)
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Enameling developed to a broad commercial- basi s in England
durin the 1700's, after the decay of the major French enameling
methods. 'the first articles for sale in the Und tre d states were
made here in the 1860's. Later, in 1890, the porcelain enameled
stove crune here from G rmany. Immediately before and after the
turn of the century several plants were'installed in this country
to roduce enamel coat ngs on various household articles, such as
cookln utensils, bathtubs, and refrigerators. The practice nick-
ed up ra idlv durin the earl ttentieth century. (11:12.)
Development of Techniques. Enameling was probabl first
applled to 'e elry, and, among the metals, to old. The earlyday
goldsmiths were accustomed to designi g and soldering designs of
small bits of wire, so they naturally applied their skill to enam-
eling. hey would first outline, by soldering fine ~re to the
ork piece, the desi n to be enameled on the ornament. Next t e
QuId fill in the areas w·th the desired color of enamel either
as dry powder or as a soft pa s te., The areas were smoothed of'f'
nd rhen t e ornrunent as laced in a furnace to melt the enamel
down to smooth lassy s rface. Often several p lications had
to be n de to et t eight thickness. he crude enamel was then
ro nd do n to reve 1 t eold ~ire 0 tlining the esi n, after
1hich pol sh n ave a very leas n surface. (4:2.)
nels pas ed through sever 1 development eriods, in hich
the, ere f'rst pplied to old, then to silver, bronze, and
finally to copper. e cop ersmiths' techniques varied cons der-
ble from the methods used on old. Instead of buildi g up de-
i n wi 1 met 1 were, he coppersmiths, acc stomed to orking
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vii t.. heavier stock., carved and gouged out the metal to leave
ridges outlinin the design. he enamels ere then applied,
fired and finished much tne same as on gold. (4:3.)
In the early part of the ntne teent.n century enamels were
first pplied to iron castings. The iron was heated to red heat
in furnace, removed, an the enamel powder dusted on. On
striking the hot iron, the enamel melted and adhered, arter w ieh
the work piece wa returned to the furnace to thoroughly melt
the enamel to a smooth lass. (15:386.)
Enamel was first applied experimentally to sheet iron and
steel in German, in 1840 and commercially to steel sheet in 1850.
"he rocesses ere still dry, utilizing the application of pow-
ders. he first manual on enamelin was published in Germany in
1851. t that time enameling was developing in accordance with
the 1 test known chemistry, but the practice received its first
bi help in the availabillty of pure, cheap raw materials, such as
soda by t e olvay proces and improved borax.
The bi gest boon to enameling was the discovery that clay
added to a et slip of enamel ould keep the enamel suspended in
ater d ould enable the slip to stick to metal surfaces wten
applied as a pa nt. By that means the enamel could be coated
on.un'formly an ould tick firmly until firing. The wet pro-
ces is t 11 t~e bas s or almo t all modern enameling. ater
Uspen ions of the coa in edium can e either sprayed or dipped
onto the letal urfaces. (4:.)
ameli ha i s sta t in eric hen European craftsmen
ere brou ht over to ntroduce the plact ce in the latter part of
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the nineteenth century. These craftsmen developed their own fur-
naces, and the art of enameling progressed with improvements in
furnaces. At first coal-fired furnaces 'ere used, then oil and
as muffles, then the semi-muffle, which allowed the hot gases
.or combustion in the same chamber as the ware being rired, which
practice resulted in hi her firin? temperatures but allo ed detri-
mental gases in contact ith the enamel coatings. The rinal
ans er as in making muffles of mat er-Laj,other than firecla ,
such as alumina or silicon carbide, as soon as those refractories
ere developed. Those 1 ter hi h-temperature refractories made
possible muffle 'furnaces that could withstand any practical rir-
in bempar- ture. (11: 274. )
lications of Heat- esistant Coatings. The principal
area of use for high-temperature enamels lies in their applica-
tions to var·ou types of steel, particularly mild steel and
tainless steel sheet. urin and since orld ar II,. co ted
low-carbon iron has replaced stainless steels and other criti-
cal lloy, one of t e first of such ap licat ons of the coat-
ngs bein n the exh u ts of the British S itfire and Mosguito
aircraft. he late t British coat , develo ed in 1950-51, is
called "Stoneclad", nd is suitable for se on radiant heaters
and other he ting devices. s the uses of wartime refractor
coatin ," toneclad" ill un oubtedl be important in making
10 -ca bon steels appl cable here more expensive and scarcer
stai Ie steels er once required. (3:980.)
In the United tates evelo ment of heat-resistant coat-
n ot ood start n 194 hen the Univ rsity of Illinois
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and the power plant laboratory of the Air Force began a Joint
research program. gain, the objective was to find or develope
materials that could replace allo~s containing critically short
metals. rhe purposes or the ceramic coatings that evolved from
the program ere two-T o l.d , first, to permi t the use of some metals
a~ operating te peratures higher than are normally possible, and
second, to greatly prolong the userul life o~ metals at conven-
tional temperatures. (17:75.)
In 1944 the regular production of ceramic-coated exhaust
stacks ~as begun in the United states. Since then ceramic coat-
ings have branc ed out to uses in other high-temperature engine
parts, such as on turbo supercharger blades and the exposed in-
'ternal arts of as turbines. In those cases, the coatings made
t possi Ie to use less heat-resistant and corrosion-resistant
met Is than before. (12:114.)
egard t e second important application of ceramic co at.-
ings, prolongi g service life, there are several signific nt ex-
amples of the use of ceramics. Stainless steel in high-tempera-
ture e~austs is su "ect to a loss of strength of ductility
beca se of grain-boundar precipitation of bsorbed carbon. The
carbon absorption begins at the gas contact face and can spread
all the ay throu the steel s eet. 0 test the usefulness
of coatin s in t is ca e, a Bureau of tandards group subjected
both coated a d uncoate ieces of 321 stainless steel sleet
to a car urizin pack for three hours at 1650oF. The uncoated
sheet showe carbon penetr tion and carbide percipitation at
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gr in boundaries, hile the coated sheet showed no observable in-
dication of ca bon i filtration. (12:115.)
In some "et engines, the turbines are subject to the long-
recognized deleterious effects of lead-bromide fUmes resulting
from the combustion of leaded fuels. Tests ere run on coated
and uncoated samples of t,pe 347 stainless steel, 19-9-DL, Incon-
el, Vital1ium, and Alloy -816 in a severe lead bromide furnace
atmospne e. On all uncoated samples deteriora ion was severe
and some were red ced to piles of scale. Ceramic co tings on
the other samples stron ly inhibited corrosion a d on some pre-
vented corrosion alm st entirel. (12:116.) The temperatures in
these test range up to lp500 , and toe coatin used as Bureau
of tand d -417, hich was also used in some of the experi-
mental olk ritten up in this paper.
he experimental \'Iorkinvolving the highest temperatures
for heat-re istant coat"n s has probably been with applicati~ns
to mol b enum. 01, enum's hi h melting point (47500F) nd its
1 rge potential suppl su gest that this metal could have sucess-
l' 1 applications ell above t e melting points and u eful temp-
eratur s of mo t met ls. In the pre ence of oxygen at hi h temp-
er tures, ho~eve , mol bdenum oxidize an scales to such an
extent th,t n unprotected 0.040-inch sheet 'as found to decrease
h 11'in t ickness at 16500F in air atmosphere in one hour. Ap-
plica ion of a uita le cer mic coating gave stort-time protec-
tion t 26000" and the oxidation rate w s retarded sufficiently
o in lC te t t heat-re 1st nt co tings are feasible for molyb-
denum. (2:8 2 )
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B'CEGHOU D ON TITANIUl
It is essential that a good background on the subjeqt at
hand be obtained prerequisite to the understanding and/or the
experiment tion with any aspect of that subject. The primary
objective of the background material presented here, the~ha~
its origin in the technical viewpoint. Of secondary importance
in the case of t is thesis is the human interest angle, in the
ealm of w 'ch part of the following data can be correctly
classified.
flistory.
in 1790 by the
rnagnetic s n
he element titanium was discovered in 'ngland
everand ~I i,llialn Gregor. he analysis of a black
found in the Cornwall area showed almost 50 percent
of a hite met llic oxide unkno n at t at time to Chemists.
L ttle interest 'as snown in the discovery for several ..rear-s
ntil • R. Kla roth, in 17 5, noticed the close agreement of
GrOegor's findings to the r-esults of some of his own i vestiga-
tlons of tre oxide extracted rom Hungarian "red· schorl" (rutile).
men identity wa established, Klaproth devised for the element
the lite orar" name "titanium", stemming from the Titans, the
myt ological fir t sons of t e earth. laproth intended that
the n e" 'taniu " shou d serve on y until a name could be
found t at better ird cated any peculiar and characteristic prop-
ert'es of the element. he name was never changed, however, and
its been reco .nL ed as bein ver ap ropriate because of the
igh tre gth of t e metal. (5:3.)
he ro uction f re ale ental tit n urn is difficult
bee of e i h .elti po t of t et 1 and·t stron
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affinity for oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon. In 1887" L. F.
Nilson and O. etersson, European chemists, produced a product
of'78.9% metallic t;itanium by reducing titanium tetrachloride
Tith sodium in an airtight steel cylinder. In 1910, M. A. Hunter,
.using the arnemethod but taking extraordinery care to exclude
air f'rom the app ratus, produced pure titanium f'rom very pure
re ctants, obtaining about 90% recovery of the' ti tanium in the
original charge. (5:41-42.)
Before 1800, the pioneer i' vestigators of titanium knew
the chemistr.T of' its ores well enough to produce titanium oxides
of'su.fticient purity or use as paint pigment, but it was not
until 1918 that the hite pigment and the yellow calcined-oxide
pigment appeared on the American market. (5:4.) With the attain-
ment of' the pure metal and other pure products the f'urtber inves-
tig tion of'tit nium and its compounds f'or etallurgical and
other in ustrial urposes proceeded more rapidly.
Properties of itanium. orne or he physical properties
of ti taniUlU re Ii te el0 ..
Atomic number--22 tomic weight--47.90
.lelting temperat re--1?250C + 100 or 31370F + 18°
oiling temperat re--3000oc
Den ity--4.54 Icu c f'or algha f'orm and 4.31 gm/cu cm f'or
the beta form (above 882 C), an increase in volume or5 5%.
Coef'f'icientof' thermal ex ansion - 8.2 x 10-6 in.1 degree C
pecific heat--- .1386 cal./
Electr cal resistivitY--42 x lO_60hm-cm
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roperties Con't.)
Crt stal structure and uni t c eLl, measuremen.ts--
Alpha, close-p cked hexagonal: a-2.946A, c.=4.686A
Beta, bod -centered cubic (above 882oC+IOO): a=3.32A
In the alpha form c/a==1.591A.
(14:13 and 1:1 43~)
erties. In mentioning mechanical properties
of titanium, t 0 sets of the common values are usually given,
one for commercial tit nium and one for iodine-refined titanium.
the values do differ con iderab1y for the two t, pes of the metal,
as is ho n by the v lues Ii ted in the table below:
roperties of 'Titanium
Iodide' g reduced
Annealed condition:
Ulti te stre th, psi. 38-48,000
·eId, 0.2% off et, p i. 20-24,000
OPe Limit, ps·. 10,000
longation. 40% (l"piece)
Reduction in are 75%
odulus of ela tici ty 1'4-15,500,000
Cold-worked, 50% reduction:
Ultimate strength, si.
Yi e1 d , O. 2 /0 0f f e t , s i •
~lon ation
e etlan in area
Cold rolli efore
ed e cracking
x. ultim te stren th
b cold or, s.
80,000
72,000
38,000
12~(2"piece)
55%
16-16,500,000
97,000
87,000
11% (1" piece)
7 %
12 ,000
110,000
12% (2"piece)
30%
50-60%Over 95%
130,000 130,000
(14:67.)
c n be een by the above ta Ie, the presence of the
1m ur tee - n t e u ef-ned tit nlum ffects the mechanical prop-
e t. e con der bl 11 te Ie ropertie and the modulus of' .
e1 c t e r4 te fo I e rnet 1 hav ng mall arno nts of',
mp e h Ie t 0 ion red ction n re are greater
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for the pure titanium.
Oxy en and nitrogen absorbed during the production of mag-
nesium-reduced titanium account for most of the additIonal
stren th over that of the refined metal, as well as for the de-
creased du?tility. comparison of hardnesses of ingots of the
t 0 ty e as c st from arc mel~ing shows the pure titanium as
h v n a rdness of ockwell A 0 or less, while the unrefined
met 1 has a hardne s of ock ell A 55 or above. (14:14.)
Creep data on titanium indicate negligible creep at a stress
of 25,000 s static load at a temperature of 6000F. At SOOoF
and 1 ,000 psi static load an average creep rate of 0.000015%
per hour over a per od or '1125 hours was observed. stress ru _
.ture te ts c rried out for a per~od of 100 hours indicate the
following: (6:52.)
t 6000 and 55,000 psi static load--no rupturet 8000F and 32,000 psi static load--rupture in 100 hrst 10000 and 7,400 psi static load--rupture in 100 hrs.
Other data gat ered on titanium indicate other interesting
propertle. Fir t, it is seen th t titanium has usable strength
up to 8000 hich camp res t very favorably to the best alum-
inurn alloy bec use they are ordinarily not used over 4000F. A
eeon factor t at Youn 's modulus holds up ell to tempera-
t res of 8000 , wh ch s im art t n applications involving
elastic st b lit at ntermed ate temperatures. Third, the sub-
zero strength d modulus are high, as shown by t he roughly con-
stant elan t·on of fa ge bar stock bet een -750F and 8000F.
(6:51.)
In r z n, t 11 uffice to ay that commercially
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pure titanium fills a gap between aluminum alloys and stainless
steels here density, modulus, and strength at intermediate
;temperatures are concerned. Its strength-weight ratio as com-
ared to a Lu inurn alloys and stainless· steel is fa.vorable. 1 fhere
titanium can be ubstituted directly section-for-section in place
of sta nless steel, a 40 percent saving in weight will. result.
In forming ingots, the
Bureau of Mines advocates the nt 'ing of fine titanium powder
t h h pressur and at a temperature below the melting point
of t tanium. (14:14.) elting and casting into ingots is usually
one in graphite crucible and under argon gas. Some carbon is
absorbed by the melt, but carbon is not so deleter ous in effect
a oxy en and nitrogen. olten titanium eacts with any refrac-
t ry with ch it is in contact~ (18:73.)
itaniUm c n b safely for ed and hot- orked in air up ·to
its transformation temperature, l6200F, and i especially forge
able in the r ge l600-l8000F. thin titanium-oxygen coating
"ill form near the tr ns ormat on temperature, but can be easily
re oved by gri n before any ubsequent cold work is performed.
o en does not· p net ate be ond the surface appreciably at
fo gin tern erature and n tro en apparently does not combine
it or ab orb into tit nium metal at those temperatures.
(14~15 and 6:55.)
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HIGH- E ER lUR E C IO S D CORROSION
'I'he greatest disappointment in the properties of titanium
has been its inadequacy for hl gh-et emper-atur-e service, a short-
coming that is some hat unusual in view of its high melting temp-
erature, 3150oF, hich is higher than that of steel and quite
high for so light a metal. (19:25.) At elevated temperatures, ti-
taniunl reacts ith almost any as or refractory, with some gases
at just above room temperature and with many others and refrac-
tories at hi her temperatures.
Titanium in po~der form reacts quite readily with the hal-
ides a~ temperatures that ,are generally conceded to be within the
useful temperature range of the metal. The folIo ring equations
give the reaction temperatures and halide products, and also serve
to denonstrate titanium's characteristic valence of four.
Ti + 2 2 ____,. iF4 , sli htly above room tempera.ture
i 2C12 iC14 , at 350°C
i 2Br2 at 360°C
i 212 iI4 , at 400°C. (5:46. )
he re etion ith io ine is utilized in the iodide refining of
tit nium.
itanium also react ith steam at red heat (700-8000C) it
bein 0 id~ze and 1i eratin .free hy rogen according to the fol-
lowin reaction:
Ti (5: 46. )
he re ct ons most harmful to titanium in high-temperature
Use are the -oxidation an nitridat on of the metal. Although
t e u t m te nd e1 stren ths of t· tanium decrease shar-pIy
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at temperatur s above 800°F, there are applications where
strength is not needed. Even so, the irreversible absorption
of Oxygen and ni trogen from the air at temperatures above lOOOoF
so embrittles the metal on extended exposure times as to make it
orthless. (19:25.)
r 'i tanium po der Ll.L igni te In air at l2000C or in oxygen
at 6l0oe and will burn with incandescenc 1n ither case. It
ill Iso nitride in a pure nitrogen atmosphere at 8000e with
incandescence. (5:46.)
Titan urn in solid form is not so act Lve as powder, as it
ab orb ox en s10 Iv t 12000F (650°C) and will absorb small
amount of nitro en at 1300oF. '(19:26 and 7:65.) 'I'he lattice
para eters of 'alpha t tanium increase sll htly on the addition
or oxygen and nitrogen. According to one experimenter, for
pure titanium ao- 2 •9504 A -I- 0.0003 and co- 4.6833 A± O.OOq3 •
The attice p rameters increa ed linearly on the additions of
small amounts of 0 en approximately as follo s:
0% °2 to 0% N2 to 0.4% 2
ao: 2.9 to 2 2.9504 to 2.9510 A
c to 4 I 4.6833 'to 4.6922 A
(8:589)se e of' expe i ents conducted in 1948 in England by
essr • C pent r nd eavell co cerned the ra e and probabilities
o reaction 0 t.Ltanf.um ith ox gen nd n t.r ogen , The titanium
used as ro c deer mentall by the magnesium-reduction meth-
od he use pure x, e d n trogen g ses, sep ratel not
m e It au h t as res ur s were m inta ned at about one-
ifth t osph ric r s re for oxy en nd fo r-fifths atmospheric
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pressure for nitrogen, in order to approximate the cor-respondf ng
individual gas pressures in ordinary air. Only .tvvodifferent
temperatures· ere used during the experiments, 740°C and lOOOoC.
The exp er tmentis were performed in a sealed apparatus of 315-
to 318-cc volume for the oxidation samples and 335-oc volume ror
the nitridation samples. Amount of the gas absorbed was calcul-
ated from time to time throughout the runs according to the gas
pressure readings taken on the apparatus. Even though there was
"a slight fall 'in ressure of the gases inside the apparatus, the
eXperimenters concl ded that gas pressure made little difrerence
in rate of react on and absorption.
rhe surface conditions of the sintered titanium blocks were
all as-sintered except for one oxidation sample, which {as surface
worked by scratching it heavily. in two directions wi th a piece
of forged titanium for a scraper. Dimensions of the test blocks
ere all abo It 0.95 x 0.85 x 0.25 cm, with total surface areas
ranging from 2.4 to 2.6 sq em per block. tabulation of data
for several of t e test sam les appears below.
-
Code Gas emp urf ce ressure,cms.Hg Initia.l eight 1'0 tal otalo. °c Area Initial Fina.l rate inc. wt.inc. timemg/cm2 1 hr. rng/cm2 hrs.
min. mg.
""-
0-8 °2 1002 2.4 14.37 3.9 0.30 4.6 25 10
0-9 °2 1003 2.7 14.6 5.0 0.5 5.4 21 10
0-10 °2 742 2. 2 14.42 i3.4 0.043 0.36 2.9 52
-11 °2 741 2.62 1 .24 1 .1 0.028 0.33 3.2 48
0-1 °2 1002 2.46 14.65 4.2 0.58 9.5 25 5t
3 2 1002 2.58 4.86 54.5 0.0013 O.O?? 0.8 10
I....
~~ 'urf ace 0 ed
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essr • Carpenter and eavell also made graphical plots or
time against gas pressure in the ap aratus. The plots showed in
each case that the initial rate of gas. consumption and reaction,
indicated by the steepness of the curves, was faster than the
rate after the sample had been under heat and atmosphere for two
or three hours. he experimenters also reported that the nature
of the surfaces produced fell into one of two following categor-
les:
·a. Total wei ht of absorbed gas was large, i.e., the samples
that absorbed oxygen at lOOOoC.
b. otal eight of absorbed gas was small, i.e., the samples
that bsorbed oxygen at 700°0 and nitrogen at lOOOoc.
In the first c tegory, the samples developed a brittle oxide
skin that was easi.L detached from the bulk metal. In samples 0-8
and 0-9 the skin as about I mm thick, the,other portion of a
hite and yello crystalline str ict.ure and the inner sur-r ace , next
to .the etal core, of bight blue color. The dark blue surface
of the,metal core itself could be easily scraped off to reveal
the natur 1 ·bright etall·c color of the metal. In sample 0-12
the skin as light a all throu h, w th patches of white along
the edge .
In the econd c tegory of' samples there was no etachable
o ldized or nit ided s in. On samples 0-10 and 0-11 the overall
appearance of the s in was Ii ht gray, but "Then view under a
low- ower microscope the surface appeared dark gray and partiall,
covered bY,a ro th or yello -white crystals, original sur~ace
contours bein rata ned. In -3, the only sample listed that as
-17-
under nitrogen gas, the surface merely acquired a pale bronze
sheen.
The English experimenters reached a number of significant
conclusions as a result of their work on the high-temperature
oXidation and ni tridation of ti tanium. The Lm ortant items
can best be expressed by quoting from the "Conclusions". of
the writers as follows:
"It is evident that the rate ot: reaction ot: 02 is
much greater than that of N2'and is increased 15ysurface working.
"11he :films ,of oxide formed at lOOOoC are by no means
. protective but flake off easily. The oxide films
formed at 700°C did not flake off, probably because
they were extremely thin. he surface tarnish pro-.
~uced by N2 as so slight that no question of flak-
l.ng rose.
" he rate of reaction, as shown by the pressure-
time s~stem, is not very sensitive to ~2 or N2
pressure, but it is not possible to draw precise
conclusions as to the ressure dependence. In
some of the 02 experiments at lOOOoc rather abrupt
changes of slope of the pressure-time curves
appeared. This is probably connected ith the
.forma.tion of flaking layers of cxLde ;
"The initial rates of reaction appear to be rea-
onably constant from one spec men of titanium to
another.
" .U ing the kinetic theory of 'gases to compute the
rate of molecular bombardment of the surfaces and
compari the result ith the initial measured rate
of reaction, the probability that a collision be-
t een a as molecule and a titanium surface will
resul t 'in a reaction, under the condi tions of' temp-
erature and pressure prevailing in these experi-
ments, may be calculated. hese probabilities
are:
10-5 for ox en at lOOOoC
10-6 for oxy en at 740°C
10-8 for nitro en t lOOaoe." (7:198-201.)
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The amounts of oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen that can
be absorbed by titanium at high temperatures are great. Early
experimenters reported t. at about 30 at'omic ercent oxygen was
soluble in alpha-titanium, and 33 to 50 atomic percent hydrogen.
The solubilitr of nitrogen in alpha-titanium, although recogniz-
ed, had not yet been determined up to 1949. (13:646.)
In 1949, some experiments were performed at Battelle
~emorial Institute by lessrs. Ja~fee and Campbell to determine
the rate of absorption and diffusion of oxygen, nitrogen, and
hydro en in 10dide-refined titanium. he various amounts of
each ga dif u ed into O.080-inch-diameter rods of the metal
ere 0.25, 0.50, and 1 0 atomic percent, and the amounts were
controlled by turn n just enough gas into the sealed s.stem,
. hich cont ined the titanium samples at 1000oe,. to attain those
atomic percentages. lhe essential data for the runs may be .
quoted as follows rro the ori inal article:
"The· oxy en a absorbed at 10000e (observed temp-
perature). bsorption as quite rapid and was vir-
tually complete in 5-10 inutes. The samples were
m 1nt ned t lOOOoC for 60-80 minutes, however, to
obt in uniform d stribution of the 0 gen through-
out the sample.
" he .n t 0 en al so absorbed at lOOOoC but the ab-
sorpt on rate uch slower, 1.5-2 hours being re-
quire or co plete ab orption at the higher con-
ce tr tons. hese samples were removed 'as soon as
b orptl0n as complete, nd ven separate diffu-
10n treat ent at l075-1100oC in vacuo.
IIHydro e , unlike nitro en a.nd oxygen, is absorbed
eve i ly, nd t the hi her concen tra.tons, ab-
so ption t es pI ce more rapidly at lower tempera-
t res. t 650-7000C, concentr tions up to one
tomic ercent ere absorbed in 2-4 minutes. ddi-·
t·on 1 '0 n' er·ods ere used·· ••to insure
com te d u ion." (1 :647.)
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hotomicro raphs of samples of iodide-refined titanium
that have absorbed 0.25, 0.50, or 1.0 atomic percent or oxygen,
n.ltrogen, or hydrogen appear on pages 2Q 2~ and 22. These
ictures have been reproduced" from the work of Jaffee and
Campbell. They will be referred to again in this paper in
order to compare the work of this writer on the oxidation and
nitridation of titanium at high temperatur~s in air.
-20-
Panel I, Titanium-Oxygen Alloys
·5
6
7
Photomicrographs reproduced from AlME Transactions, Volume 185,
FIG 5-0.25 at. pct oxygen. Annealed at 1000°(. 250 x.
FIG 6-0.5 at. pct oxygen. Annealed at 1000°(. 250 X.
FIG 7-1 at. pet oxygen. Annealed at 1000°(. 250 X.
~ Fi ur rcdu d o - nth in repr du ti n.
~eptember, 1949, from the ork of R.I. Jaffee and I.E. Campbell
· .2
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Panel II, Titanium-Nitrogen Alloys
8
PhotOmicrograph reproduced from AIME Transactions, Volume 185,
September, 1949, fro the ork of R.I. Jaffee and I.E. Ca pbell.
9
10
FIG 8-0.25 at. pet nitrogen. Annealed at 1100°(. 250 X.
FIG 9-0.5 at. pet nitrogen. Annealed at 11~O°C. 250 X.
FIG 100-1 at. pet nitrogen. Anneal d at 11OO°C. 250 X.
Fi ur r du d ne- nth in r r du li n.
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Panel III,. Titanium-Hydrogen Alloys
FIG 11-0.25 at. pct hydrogen. Annealed at 1000°(. 250 x.
FIG 12-:-0.5 It. pct hydrogen. Annealed at 700°(. 250 x.
FIG 13-1 It. pet hydrogen. Annealed at 700°(. 250 X.
f i ur . r d I nth in repr du ti n.
11
12
13
Photomicrographs re roduced from AlME Transactions, Volume 185,
September, 1 49, from the ork of R.I. jaffee an lEe mpb 11•• a e •
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~ PE I~ENT L 0 IDA ION .D NITRIDATION
Of the two experimental phases in this investigation, the
phase on oxidation and nitridation was chosen to be run first,
because the high-temperature characteristics of titanium are the
basis for the entire work. It was the writer's intention to bring
forth some quantitative information on titanium's absorption of
and combination with gases at high temperatures.
In the oxidation and nitridation runs, samples of titanium
ere held at lOOOoC in air atmosphere in an electric muffle fur-
nace at prevailing tmospheric pressure. The temperature used
as the principal working ,temperature for the entire investiga-
tion. No attempt was made to control the pressure or to record
barometric readin s because, according to Carpenter and reavell
(see pp. 14-17 ), gas pressure makes litt~e dif~erence in the
rate of reaction.
he samples used in the experimental runs were halves or
circular sections cut from a cold-ro.lled O.490-inch-diameter
titanium rod, so that the ultimate sample shape was the facsimile
of a half-moon shaft key. Sizes and weights of the samples are
recorded in the table on page 26 • hile the depths o~ the half-
circles are about the same for all the samples, the thicknesses
v,ere increased arbitrarily with the length of time in the fur-
nace. rr that practice were not rollo ed, the longer time sam-
ples, If too thin, would crack all the way through ~rom oxidation.
s to surface preparation prior to high-temperature exposure, the
samples ere ground with 20-grit paper and then pickled in a
20% H2S04 bath at 700C for one minute. While in the furnace
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the samples r-est-ed on a glazed. porcelain plate.
01 the t~o high temperature runs, only one was successful
enough to yield quantitative data •. The first run vas only good
enough to serve as ~ me~s for a~riving at the best ~ay to per-
for the experiments. 11 data for the second run appear in
the table on page 26 • 1though the table is almost self-explana-
tory, an enl r ement of the procedure is in order.
From the recorded dimensions, the total surface area was
calculated for each sample. efore firing, the "initial" weight
of each sample piece was taken, and likewise the '''final''weight
after ex osure for the specified time. Following the m~thod for
reportin results used by Carpenter and eavell, the results here
ere expressed in milli rams or absorbed gases per 'square centi-
meter of surtace ~rea. he thicknesses of the oxide co~tings
formed ere easured ith a microscope, an average being taken
of several points around the edges of the sampLes , Gr aLn sizes
1ere measured ith a standard S grain size determination eye-
piece. s a matter 0 ·nterest, the column containing the total
weig t ercent in for each sample was included.
On pa e 27 is a raph plotted from the table of data on page
26. The plot, ~lich is of eight of absorbed gases per square
em against exposure time, indicates a higher initial rate or
abs~rption and reaction, as is signified by the first and steepest
part of the c rve. decreasing reaction rate with increasing
time is son by the last part of the curve, as the slope grad-
uall becomes less steep. hose react on phenomena are the same
e e conclu ed by Car enter an eavell from their exper mental
o k
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Unlike t e oxide and nitride coatings formed in atmos-
pheres or pure ox gen and pure nitrogen by Carpenter and leavell,
these coatings, rormed in air, did not rlake off readily, ex-
cept for he one-hour and two-hour skins, which cracked and fell
a ay in sheets. e coatin for longer times, however, stuck
ti tly, and some erfort a required to chip off pieces of the
thicker oxide skins. In appearance, the outer portions of the
skins were a hite or light cream color, while the inner por-
tions, next to the unconbined metal, were dark blue or purple.
Even though the reaction rates decrease 'ith increasing exposure
time and increas'ng thickness of the oxide coatings, the oxide
skins re by no eans protective.
On page 28, panel 4, icture No.1, the firie-gratned struc-
ture or the cold-rolled titanium bar is shown. Number 2 pic-
tures a typical oxide coatin formed on titanium by prolonged
exposure in air at a high temperature. The last picture, No.3,
s 0 s the e fect of oxidation and nitridation penetration do n
throu h the metal from the surface of the test piece. In some
res ect , t e str ctu e in o. 3 compares favorabl to the ti-
tanium-n tro en allo,s shown in panel 2, page 21. The further
fro he ed e of the ample one views picture NO.3, the more
closely the struct re rese bles ig. 8 of panel 2, ~hile near
th e e or Lhe tit ni in o. 3, the structure some That re-
se ble i. 10 of panel 2. tructures resembling Fi • 9 of
nel 2 can Iso be fo nd icture No.3.
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co j I.G APPLIED TO TITA IUW
In all, t 0 di££erent protective re£ractory coatings were
ap lied to titanium. A recipe and instructions for applying the
£irst one, Bureau of Standards -417, were round in a ational
Bureau o£ Standards publication. (16:145.) The other coating,
Ferro Corporation's X -169-G, was mentioned in recent literature
as having been applied to Inconel pots for service at 2200oF.
Correspondence ith Ferro Corporation, Cleveland 5, Ohio, brought
ingredients for makin and instructions for applying five different
high-temperature coatings, among them XS-169-G. The two coatings
and the ex erimental work per.for ed with them are discussed sep-
arately below.
Bureau of Standards A-417. In preparing a milled batch or
Bureau of tandards Coatin -417, the reference on the co atrl.ng
(16:145.) was followea closely. Coating A-417 consists or the
mill.?atch proporti~ns by weight o£ the £ollowing ingredients:
70 parts Frit 331o parts chromic oxide 5 parts enameling clay48 parts water
In turn, Frit 331 consists of 38% 3i02, 44% B 0, 6.5%
B203, 4% Cuo, 5% ZnO, and 2.5% BeO. For BaO, the equivalent o£
barium hydroxide ~ s used; £or B203' boric acid was used; and
c -=r->
t e CuO came from carbonate.
A f'rit is ade b using the required metal oxides together
and pourln the melt into ater so as to £racture t e lu~s in-
ternally and thus facilitate grinding. rit 331 required a
te perature o£ 24250F £or £usion, so for £ast heat and con-
venience t e inductio furn ce a used. After the powdered
ox des er t orou hly ixe, t e fOrst melt of frOt was attempted
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in a thin-walled alumina crucible surrounded by granular silicon
carbide for a conauctor. The attempt failed for two reasons.
Fir t, the mix reacted with the alumina crucible to form a thick
pasty mass, prob bly mul11te, that would not pour. Second, the
zinc oxide as apparently being reduced, probably because the mix
came in contact ith the silicon carbide after the crucible failed.
A second attempt at .nak~ng rrit was quite successful. A
silicon carbide crucible as given a- i-inch-thick lining or
alundum cement and as prefired to white heat before it was ac-
tual y used. rit was melted and poured successrully with this
vessel, although some of the alumina lining came away from the
walls an appeared as hard lumps of corundum mixed in with the
shattered frit after pouring the fusion into cold water •.. ost
of the corundum was separated from t e frit in the initial grind-
in by mortar an pestle, erein the easily-broken frit would
disintegrate but the hard corundum lwnps would not, so that separa-
tion b screening as readily efrected. The frit was ground in a
pulver·zer to minus 200 mesh.
he preparation of Coating A-4l7 calls for the milling o~
the required proportions of frit, chromic oxide, cIa, and water
to such a fineness that 0.4 gm or less of a 50-cc sample of the
81 p remains on a 200-mesh screen. ·In order to insure t at fine-
ness, all of the in redients used in the batch prepared by this
experimenter ere reduced to minus 200 mesh prior to milling.
illing in a pebble mel1 for 5~ hours, as compared to a sug ested
4 hours, was used to insure thorough mix ng and sufficient re-
d ct on in p ticle size.
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A 1500-cc porcelain mill loaded with 1.36 kg of pebbles
was used to mill the enamels. Those proportions were the
result of scaling down from the size or operations described
in reference 16, although the ingredient change was smaller
than proportion, being 186 gm. The' material arter milling was
a thick, pasty slip, green ,in color, that had to be removed
I'r-orn the mill with a stream of water. Dewatering down to a
s4ecific gravity of 1.84 was accomplished by settling. De-
termination of particle sizes was made by microscopic examina-
tion. Ihe lar est particles were about 0.010 mm in diameter,
and the p rticles ranged dow~ too small for the sizes of the
smallest particles to be estimated.
he Bureau of tandards bulletin recommended a specif'ic
ravi ty of slip of 1.80 to 1.94 for dipping. The experiment.al
coating was ap lied by dipping at a slip specific gravity of
1.84. fter draining and drying thoroughly, the coated titanium
samples were fired in an electric muffle at 1850oF. The sam-
ples wer-e f'our' in number and ere 3/4-inch-long slugs cut from
a rod 0.490 in. in dia eter. In order to suspend the slugs in
the furnace, they were note ed near the top so that chromel 'ire
could be tied onto bhem , One sample was fired for 4 minutes,
one for 8 minutes, one for 12 minutes, and the fourth for 16
minutes, all at l850oF •. Of' the f'our samples, the coating re-
ceivi t e 12-m1nute fire as the best, being adhered the
smoothest and firmest to the metal. On the other samples, the
coating c ec ed ba ly, showed tne vorst cne ckl.ng at square
ad es, and in g neral did n t adher-e well.
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Coating A-4l7 has been tested on Inconel for as long as
500 hours at l6500F with success. The one good test coating
in the ~irst ex erimental group was tested for 4 hours at
1700oF, but ~ith negative results. The coating split and
warped away from square edges and ~ell off the sample readily
after the test, r~vealing slightly oxidized metal underneath.
Later, other srunples of titaniQm were coated ¥ith A-417,
but the samples wer-e different .from t.ho se of' the first group
in that in thickness they ere only hal~ the diameter of the
o .490-inch-diameter rod and they had no square edges, The
results, ho ever, were no be tt er-, and it was concluded that
.this partlcu ar batch of coating, if not A-417 in general, .
was not successfully app icable to titanium. .t the same time,
the coating as applied to 1/16-inch~thick samples of 19-9 D~
stainless steel in order to compare results. Air-cooling after
firing proved to be too severe for sections that thin, because
the coating flaked off as the samples cooled. It is also be-
Ld eved th t ti tani n~ .5% decrease in volume. on c ooLdrig from
the firin ) temperature caused coating 1·...417 to crack and rail.
Iso, the surface preparation, hich consisted of grinding with
320-grit paper, may "have been too smooth for good adherence of
the coating.
Ferro Cor oration's S-169-G Coating. he one coating that
was at least artially successful was Ferro Corporation's XS-169-G
coating •. lhe frit, alumina, and clays for this enamel were re-
ceived from Ferro Corporation; consequently, they bear trade
desi nations th t are probahly followed and understood by the
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company only. In milling, the same 1500-cc mill loaded as,
before ~ith 1.36 kg of pebble~ ~as used as in milling coat-
ing -417. 1ne mill batch was as follows:
150 gm Frit G-203 0.75 gm Borax
150 gm -1 Calcined Lumf.na 0.15 gm Ci tri·c Acid Crystals
15 gm Red Label Clay 9 gm BaC.0315 m Black Label. Clay 150 gm ater
Milling requirements called for a f Lneriees such t...at one
gm or less remained on a 200-mesh screen from a 50-cc sample
of the slip.' As in the case of coating A-417" the ingredients'
were all reduced to minus 200-mesh except for a few grams of
alumina. fter milling, the coarsest particles in the slip
were about 0.025' mm across, as estimated by microscopic ex-
amination.
After milling, the slip was cut with water to a speciric
gravity of 1.74, the 10 est limit for dipping being 1.70. Be-
fore d.LppLrig, the samples were given an overall surface grind-
ing with l80-grit paper, followed by a 2-minute pickle in a 10%
H2S04 solution at 70oC. The titanium test samples for this run
were made by cutting one-inch-long round slugs, sawed from the
cold-rolled rod, length vise. The test pieces were tied ith
chromel wire, as before, and fired for 12 minutes at 1700oF.
After dippin and firing, the cream-colored coat took on
a granular surface appearance, but it adhered very well to the
titanium metal, and considerable physical shock was required to
chip off ieces of the coating. Two samples of titanium were
coated, and both ere suitable for testing at lOOOoC. They
were both tested in air atmosphere for 4 hours at lOOOoc, the
weig t being taken and recorded before and after t e 4-hour ..
expo ure. £he surf ce areas of tre odd-shaped pieces were
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measured as cl'osely as possible, and the weight gain of gases
absorbed during high-temperature exposure was' expressed in
mg/sq em. The data for the tests appear below:
ample ~.before t.after It. Surface Gases
exposure 4 hour .at Gain Area Absorbed
(grams) 1000° (gm) (gm) (sq em)
C 5.70~Ogm 5.7400 0.0370 8.04 4.6 mg/cm2
D 5.513 gm 5.5465 0.0329 7.75 4.3 mg/mc2
-
ben compared ith the data from the test of uncoated metal
on a 4-hour exposure at lOOOoC (see table I; P 26'), the data
from S~ ples coated ith X -169-G and tested in the same manner
reveal st nificant results. On the uncoated samples, the sur-
face absorption was 15.17 mg/sq cm while on the coated samples
the absor tion was cut down to about 4.5 mg/sq em, less than
one-third of the ei ht absorbed by uncoated titanimn.
hen the coating was ohip ed off by hammering, a purple
skin as evealed next to the unoxidized titanium, the same as
wa observed on the oxidation samples. cross-sectioning, pol-
'ishin , and microscopic examination revealed that, i~side the
purp e skin, penetration by gases was proceeding into the
met 1 uch the srune as in the oxidation samples. Coating
-169-G did not prevent t e absorption of ases e tirel
t
, but
the coating did cut do n t .e absorption ·markedfY.
As ith coating ~417, an attempt was made to coat sam-
ples of 19-9 L sta nless steel with S-169-G but, as before,
the co tings flaked off the test ieces on cooling from the .
firin temperature. Ai cooling as undo btedly too fast for
the thin te t ieee.
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E 'LLOG HIe TECHNIQUE
All samples o~ titanium, whether as-received or oxidized,
were cut off with a hacksa or water-cooled cuto~r wheel ,and
then given'the initial grinding on 180-grit and 320-grit papers
mounted on water-lubricated wheels. Following the initial grind-
ing, the samples were hand-lapped dry on 0, 2/0, 3/0, and '4/0
papers. The first polish was on a wax-impregnated cloth on a
disc, using levigated alumina as an abrasive. To give the ~inal
polish, a soft cloth lap on a polishing disc was used, with fine
~agnesia as the abrasive.
'he etchant used was a water solution or 2.5%·HF and 2.5%
03- In the etching procedure, the etchant was applied vith a
cotton s ab to the briquette con.taining bhe aamp Le s and was
allo ed to act from 5 to 15 seconds .•' Sometimes repolishing and
re-etchlng was necessar to eliminate scratches. The samples on
hich the pictures o~ the oxide coating were made were not etched,
because differential etching of the metal and the oxide ould have
thrown one of the two out of focus. The pictures were taken on
horizontal metallograph, using ordinary sheet safety film.
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CONCLUSIONS ND RECO ~ NDATIONS
The oxidation and nitridation of titanium in atmospheric
air and atmospheric pressure at 10000c is serious enough to
prevent most applications of the metal at that temperature.
The initial rate f absorption of gases into the metal and sur-
face oxidation and nitridation at high temperatures are more
rapid than the rate after longer exposure times. Exposure
to air at high temperatures does not form a protective coat-
ing, because absorption proceeds in spite of the oxide layer.
Nor does the oxide-nitride coat incr~ase in thickness at the
same constant rate, but the rate becomes slower with longer
exposure times.
If further experimentation is to be erformed for the pur-
· pose of obtaining quantitative high-temperature reaction and
gas ab orption data on titanium, it is recommended that the
test pieces be all of the same dimensions and weight. ith the
surface a.reas and eights standardized1 there could be no dis-
ere aneies in interpreting data from one test piece to the
next. Ithough gas absorption is dependent almost entirely on
surface area, the data would seem more dependable if taken from
standard test blocks.
rotect~ve refractory coatings on titanium metal show de-
finite possibilities for use in retarding oxidation, nitridation,
and ga absorption at high temperatures. Coating XS-169-G has
demonstr ted its effectiveness very well in cutting down gas
absorption into titanium on a short time period Sharp corners
on the test pieces coated ith A-417 seemed to propagate
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spalling and 7arping of the fired coat, so all sharp corners
were rounded on the samples that were coated' with XS-169-G.
The l.atter coating gave no tro ble wi th spalling or cracking.
Surfaces prepared by grinding should not be too smooth, be-
cause the coating cannot be expected to f'use onto a smooth
surface Teadily.
Concerning further exp er-Lmentatdon with refractory coat-
ings on titanium, it is recommended that, first of all, the
thicknesses of the test pieces be made standard so that a
d.efini te firing time could be' readily established for each
coating applied. Experimentation ~ith surface preparation
should be enler ed upon. ough sur~aces enhan~e adherence
of the coatings, but they also may lead to pinholes in the
protective coating. etal surfaces th.at are too smooth might
not allow good adherence of the coatings and the ena~els mig t
have a greater tendency to spall from smooth surfaces than
from rou h surfaces. Coating A-41? may have failed because
the metal surfaces ere too smooth.
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